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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

SAFELITE GROUP, INC. AND 
SAFELITE SOLUTIONS LLC,  

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

MICHAEL ROTHMAN, in his official capacity 
as the Commissioner of the Minnesota 
Department of Commerce, 

Defendant. 

Civil Action No. 15-cv-1878 
(SRN/SER) 

SAFELITE’S RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO 
DEFENDANT’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Plaintiffs Safelite Group, Inc. and 

Safelite Solutions, LLC (collectively, “Safelite” or “Plaintiffs”) hereby submit their responses 

and objections to Defendant Michael Rothman’s First Set of Interrogatories dated December 11, 

2015 (“Interrogatories,” and each individually an “Interrogatory”).   

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

Safelite makes the following general objections to Defendant’s Interrogatories (the 

“General Objections”).  These General Objections are applicable to, and are hereby incorporated 

by reference into, each of Safelite’s specific responses to each of the specific Interrogatories. 

One or more of the General Objections may be specifically referred to in response to a particular 

Interrogatory for the purpose of clarity.  The failure to specifically incorporate an objection, 

however, is not a waiver of the objection.   

1. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for

information that is not reasonably accessible. 
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2. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent it is overly broad or 

calls for information that is unduly burdensome to obtain.  

3. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent it is vague, ambiguous, 

indefinite, or fails to describe the information requested with reasonable particularity, 

particularly in light of Defendant’s failure to provide any definitions within the Interrogatories.  

The specific responses to be provided will be based upon Safelite’s interpretation of the language 

used in the Interrogatories.  Safelite reserves the right to further amend or supplement those 

responses in the event that Defendant asserts an interpretation that differs from Safelite’s. 

4. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for 

information that is or will be the subject of expert testimony, the disclosure of which is not yet 

due. 

5. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it is compound and 

joins subparts that seek information about discrete subjects, and therefore constitutes two or 

more Interrogatories under Rule 33(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

6. Safelite objects to the extent Defendant’s Interrogatories are not limited by 

a relevant time period, and therefore impose an undue burden on Safelite. 

7. Safelite objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine, common 

interest privilege, third-party confidentiality agreements or protective orders, or any other 

applicable privilege, immunity, or protection. 

8. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for 

information that is not relevant to the claim or defense of any party or not proportional to the 

needs of this case. 
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9. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it purports to 

demand information that is not within the possession, custody or control of Safelite. 

10. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent it calls for information 

that is (i) publicly available or is readily available to Defendant and/or (ii) can be obtained with 

less burden or expense from another source.  

11. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it fails to comply 

with, or seeks to impose obligations in excess of, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  Safelite 

will respond to each Interrogatory in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

12. Safelite objects to any contention by Defendant that any response to any 

Interrogatory implies that information or documents responsive to such Interrogatory exist. 

13. Safelite objects to each Interrogatory to the extent it presumes facts or 

mischaracterizes any position that Safelite has taken in this case.  Nothing in these objections or 

responses shall be construed to imply that Safelite adopts such presumptions or characterizations. 

14. These responses and objections and any information produced are 

provided without waiver of any objections as to the competency, relevance, materiality, 

privileged status or admissibility of any information as evidence.  

15. Safelite expressly reserve the right to amend, revise or supplement these 

responses and objections at any time. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES 

INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 

Identify each person you may call as a witness in this matter. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds 

that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it asks Safelite to “[i]dentify each 
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person” that Safelite “may” call as a witness in this action.  Safelite further objects to this 

Interrogatory because it is premature.  Safelite also objects to this Interrrogatory because it 

purports to require the production of expert information in a manner inconsistent with the 

Amended Pretrial Scheduling Order entered by the Court on January 12, 2016.     

Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that it 

presently believes that it is likely to call the following fact witnesses at trial in light of the 

discovery record to date: 

• Brian D. O’Mara 

• Andrew J. Kipker 

• Marty Fleischhacker 

• T.J. Patton 

• Rick Rosar 

• Lisa Rosar 

• Mike Reid 

• Michael Schmaltz 

• Gary Hart 

• Chuck Lloyd 

• Michael Rothman 

For additional information regarding these individuals Safelite directs Defendant to the 

parties’ Rule 26(a)(1) disclosures.  Fact investigation and discovery are ongoing and Safelite 

expressly reserves the right to supplement or modify its responses and objections to this 

Interrogatory. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 2: 

For each expert witness, provide the information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2). 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds 

that it is premature.  Safelite further objects to this Interrogatory as vague and ambiguous as to 

the phrase “[f]or each expert witness.”  Safelite also objects to this Interrogatory because it 

purports to require the production of expert information in a manner inconsistent with the Pretrial 

Scheduling Order entered by the Court on September 10, 2015.  Subject to the foregoing 

objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that it will provide any expert disclosures 

required by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2) in accordance with the schedule provided 

for in the Pretrial Scheduling Order. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 3: 

Identify all instances that Plaintiffs are aware of in which a Minnesota auto glass services 
provider collected payment from an insured customer for the difference between the amount the 
insurance company paid and the amount the glass services provider charged. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory as overly broad 

because it seeks information without any limitation to the time period relevant to this action.  

Safelite further objects to this Interrogatory because it calls for information that is not within the 

possession, custody or control of Safelite.    Specifically, only non-Network glass repair shops 

may seek reimbursement directly from the policyholder for the difference between what the 

insurance company will pay and what the insured customer is charged.  By definition, Safelite 

does not have a contractual relationship with non-Network shops, and Safelite does not have 

access to every shop’s billing policies and practices.  Safelite also objects to this Interrogatory as 
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unduly burdensome.  There are hundreds of non-Network glass repair shops in Minnesota—

Safelite cannot practicably monitor all of them to determine which are exercising their right to 

collect balances from policyholders.   

Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that many 

glass repair shops have not entered into a Network Participation Agreement with Safelite, and 

therefore can charge policyholders more than what the insurance company deems a fair and 

reasonable price.  In instances where such “non-Network shops” charge the customer more than 

the price that the insurance company has established as fair and reasonable, the non-Network 

shops may seek the balance from the customer.  Safelite is aware that many such non-Network 

shops explicitly provide on their invoices that if the insurance company does not make full 

payment of the invoice, the customer will be liable for the full amount of the balance.  Safelite is 

also aware that some non-Network shops provide on their invoices that they have the right to 

keep the customer’s car until payment of the invoice in full.  For examples of such invoices, 

Safelite directs Defendant to Exhibits A-C to the Declaration of Brian D. O’Mara in Further 

Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for a Preliminary Injunction, see Docket No. 44, as well as the 

documents produced by Onsite Auto Glass, LLC and Kirchner Body Shop in response to the 

subpoenas served by Plaintiffs on December 22, 2015.  

Fact investigation and discovery are ongoing and Safelite expressly reserves the right to 

supplement or modify its responses and objections to this Interrogatory. 

 INTERROGATORY NO. 4: 

Identify all instances that Plaintiffs are aware of in which a Minnesota auto glass services 
provider attempted to collect payment from an insured customer for the difference between the 
amount the insurance company paid and the amount the glass services provider charged. 
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: 

Safelite incorporates and restates its objections and responses to Interrogatory No. 3. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 5: 

Identify any instance in which Plaintiffs or an affiliated glass service provider suffered an 
adverse impact from providing the disclosure required by Minn. Stat. § 72A.201, subd. 6(14). 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome because it seeks information without any limitation to the time period 

relevant to this action.  Safelite further objects to this Interrogatory as vague and ambiguous as to 

the phrases “affiliated glass service provider” and “adverse impact.”  Safelite also objects to this 

Interrogatory to the extent it calls for information from third party glass service providers that is 

not within the possession, custody or control of Safelite.   Safelite further objects to this 

Interrogatory to the extent it calls for information that is or will be the subject of expert 

testimony, the disclosure of which is not yet due.  

Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that 

forcing Safelite to tell policyholders that Minnesota law “prohibits me from pressuring you to 

choose a particular vendor,” sends a message to policyholders that Safelite is disfavored and has 

been deemed untrustworthy by Minnesota law.  Forcing Safelite to convey this self-demeaning 

message unduly interferes with its constitutional right to engage in commercial speech with its 

customers by casting unwarranted suspicion on Safelite’s professional integrity without any 

corresponding benefit to those customers.    

Fact investigation and discovery are ongoing and Safelite expressly reserves the right to 

supplement or modify its responses and objections to this Interrogatory. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 6: 

State the number of instances in which Plaintiffs have disciplined an employee for 
deviating from an approved script in handling calls with Minnesota insureds from 2012 to 
present. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome.  Specifically, Safelite does not code or otherwise organize its employee 

records based on whether such employees have followed (or not followed) the appropriate scripts 

for handling calls with Minnesota insureds.  Accordingly, the information requested is not 

readily accessible for Safelite, and could only be accessed (if at all) through a piecemeal review 

of thousands of employee records.  Safelite further objects to this Interrogatory as vague and 

ambiguous as to the term “disciplined.” 

Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that the 

scripts that Safelite Solutions uses when it communicates with policyholders are developed with 

each insurer to ensure that the scripts accurately convey information to policyholders about their 

insurance company’s glass program.  Safelite Solutions trains its customer service 

representatives on the importance of following the appropriate scripts.  Safelite Solutions also 

monitors its personnel on script compliance and, when necessary, trains them further.  In 

addition, first-notice-of-loss calls are subject to live monitoring both by Safelite Solutions 

supervisory personnel and by the insurance company clients on whose behalf the scripts are 

developed.  Customer service representatives also sign a document in which they acknowledge 

that they must adhere to insurance company scripting as a condition of their employment.  To the 

extent it occurs, Safelite does not condone non-compliance with approved scripts by its customer 

service representatives.  
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INTERROGATORY NO. 7: 

Describe how Plaintiffs set the compensation of their employees who handle contact with 
insureds or with independent auto glass service providers, including whether any portion of the 
compensation paid is conditioned upon success in referring an insured to a particular provider or 
class of providers, or in obtaining an agreement from a service provider to pricing terms. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory as seeking 

irrelevant information because Defendant has offered no reason why Plaintiffs’ methods of 

compensating their employees have any bearing on any of the claims or defenses at issue in this 

action.  Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite states that call 

center employees of Safelite Solutions who handle contact with insureds or with auto glass 

service providers are paid on an hourly basis.   Such employees’ compensation is not contingent 

upon success in referring insureds to a particular provider or class of providers, or in obtaining 

an agreement from a provider to pricing terms.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 8: 

Identify all legal proceedings or arbitrations in Minnesota or involving Minnesota 
insureds in which an employee of either Plaintiff has testified on behalf on an insurance 
company. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: 

In addition to its General Objections, Safelite objects to this Interrogatory as vague and 

ambiguous as to the phrase “on behalf on an insurance company.”  Safelite further objects to this 

Interrogatory because the phrase “involving Minnesota insureds” is vague, overly broad, and 

unduly burdensome. Subject to the foregoing objections and the General Objections, Safelite 

states that Safelite Solutions has provided affidavits for arbitrations involving insurance 

company clients.  A collection of those affidavits will be produced to Defendant in connection 
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with the pending administrative matter captioned In the Matter of Safelite Solutions, LLC, OAH 

Docket No 60-1004-32400.  

 
 
DATED:  January 20, 2016 /s/ Richard D. Snyder 
 Richard D. Snyder (#191292) 

Emily Unger (#393459) 
FREDRIKSON & BYRON, P.A. 
200 South Sixth Street 
Suite 4000 
Minneapolis, MN  55402 
Phone: (612) 492-7000 
Fax: (612) 492-7077 
rsnyder@fredlaw.com 
eunger@fredlaw.com 
 
Jay P. Lefkowitz, P.C.* 
Danielle Sassoon* 
Steven J. Menashi* 
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP 
601 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
Telephone: (212) 446-4800 
Facsimile: (212) 446-6460 
jay.lefkowitz@kirkland.com 
danielle.sassoon@kirkland.com 
steven.menashi@kirkland.com 
 
*admitted pro hac vice 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS 
Safelite Group, Inc. and  
Safelite Solution LLC 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 
 

 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 
Safelite Group, Inc. and Safelite Solutions, LLC, 
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 
 vs. 
 
Michael Rothman, in his official capacity as 
Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of  
Commerce, 
 
 Defendants. 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
Case No.: 15-cv-1878 
(SRN/SER) 
 
 
Placeholders for Exhibits 9J, 
12, 16 to the Declaration of 
Oliver J. Larson in Opposition 
to Summary Judgment 

 
This document is a place holder for the following items which are filed in conventional or 
physical form with the Clerk's Office: 
 
1. Exhibit 9J, copies of telephone scripts used by Plaintiff Safelite Solutions 
2. Exhibit 12, a copy of a telephone script used by Plaintiff Safelite Solutions 
3. Exhibit 16, a copy of a telephone script used by Plaintiff Safelite Solutions 
 
If you are a participant in this case, this filing will be served upon you in conventional format. 
 
This filing was not e-filed for the following reason(s): 
 
☒ Item Under Seal pursuant to a court order* (Document number of protective order: DKT 40) 
 
 
E-file this place holder in ECF in place of the documents filed conventionally.  File a copy of this 
Placeholder and a copy of the NEF with the Clerk's Office along with the conventionally filed item(s). 
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vs. Civil Action No. 0:15-cv-1878 

LORI SWANSON, in her official 

capacity as Attorney General of the 

State of Minnesota, and MICHAEL 

ROTHMAN, in his official capacity as 

the Commissioner of the Minnesota 

Department of Commerce, 

Defendants. 

Reported by: 

DEPOSITION OF DR. BRUCE ISAACSON 

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 

10:51 a.m. 
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Los Angeles, California 

INGRID J. SARACIONE 

CSR No. 11960 

APPEARANCES: 
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INDEX TO EXAMINATION 

WITNESS: DR. BRUCE ISAACSON 

EXAMINATION PAGE 

By Mr. Larson 5 
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INDEX TO EXHIBITS 

DR. BRUCE ISAACSON 

Safelite Group, Inc., vs. Michael Rothman 

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 

Ingrid J. Saracione, CSR No. 11960 

MARKED DESCRIPTION PAGE 

Exhibit 121 Expert Report Submitted by 7 

Dr. Bruce Isaacson 

(No Bates) 

Exhibit 122 Exhibit 3: Survey Screener and Main 48 

Questionnaire 

1 (Pages 1 to 4) 

Kirby Kennedy & Associates 
(952)922-1955 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA; 

TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 2016; 10:51 A.M. 

DR. BRUCE ISAACSON, 

Page 5 

having been first duly sworn, was examined and 

testified as follows: 

EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LARSON: 

Q Good morning, Dr. Isaacson. My name is Oliver 

Larson, with the Attorney General's office in Minnesota. 

How are you? 

A I'm well. How are you? 

Q I'm good. I assume you have been deposed many, 

many times; is that right? 

A I have been deposed a number of times. 

Q Okay. So I'm not going to go through the kinds 

of preliminaries with you. All I will say, if you need a 

break let me know there is no reason we can't take a break 

when you need it. 

Could you start just by describing what your 

current employment situation is? 

A I'm president of a -- MMR Strategy Group which is 

a marketing research and consulting firm. 

Q How many people are employed by MMR? 
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A Our total staff is less than 10 people. 

Q Is that a company that you founded? 

A No. 

Q How long have you been with MMR? 

A Approximately 10-and-a-half years. 

Q And just in a narrative fashion, if you can take 

me back, you know, through, maybe, the subsequent 15 years 

of the kind of work issue that you had? 

A Well --

Q Let me ask you this: Why don't you run me 

forward from, let's say 1 1990 to present, what you have 

been doing? 

A Sure. I 1 rn not sure this will be exactly that 

date. But around 1990 I was getting an MBA, which I 

received in 1991. After my MBA I stayed on in the 

doctoral program. I was in Harvard business school, I was 

offered a fellowship. I stayed on for, approximately, 

five more years and received a doctorate in marketing. 

And that included marketing research, strategy, 

organizational behavior and some social sciences like 

psychology and other things that serve as a foundation for 

marketing. After that -- and during that time I taught a 

little bit and I conducted research and I worked as well 

as a research associate at Harvard business school. 

After my doctorate I worked for a consulting firm 
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in the Chicago office of a consulting firm called the 

Boston Consulting Group. And after BCG, I worked at a 

financial services arm of a real estate and travel 

company. And I ran marketing, Internet, ecommerce and 

strategy for their mortgage company. From there I moved 

to California and worked for two or three companies where 

I ran businesses or marketing functions or ecommerce 

functions. And then purchased what was then -- purchased 

a marketing research firm that had been in business since 

1974, this is now 10 and a half year ago. I have been 

there ever since. In 2009 I renamed the company as MMR 

Strategy Group and that's the current entity that I'm 

president of today. 

Q Okay. so MMR existed for a while before you 

acquired it; is that fair? 

A A predecessor company had been in business since, 

I believe, 1974. And I purchased it from the original two 

founders. 

Q I see. Okay. It's not really a test, if you 

look at what I put in front of you as Exhibit 121. And 

what I've done, I have taken your report and the first 

couple of exhibits before we get into the real bulky 

stuff. And so I've got Exhibits 1 and 2. 

(Defendants' Exhibit 121 marked.) 

Q BY MR. LARSON: If you take a look at exhibit 
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photo -- Exhibit 121, and if you can confirm this is your 

CV? 

A It is my CV. 

Q Just a couple of questions for you going through. 

I'm sort of curious, you moved out to California in 1999 

and were the president of something called -- well, strike 

that. 

Is Move Inc., the entity that you worked for in 

1999? 

A Yes. 

Q So Move Inc., is it called Move Inc., Westlake 

Village or Westlake Village is the location of that 

particular office of Move Inc.; is that right? 

A Westlake Village is the location of the 

headquarters. And I should say it is now the division of 

News Corp, and it may have gone through a name change 

since then. But at the time it was Move Inc. 

Q I'm not familiar with Move Inc., maybe you can 

describe for me what kind of business Move Inc., is in? 

A They operate websites for buying, selling, and 

fixing up of homes among other things. Their biggest and 

most well-known website is a website called realtor.com 

which they operate in conjunction with the national 

associate of real.tors. 

Q Okay. And then Intuit, you were at Intuit from 
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2001 and 2002. I'm familiar, in general, with Intuit. 

Maybe you can describe just in a narrative fashion just 

the business lines that you were working in? 

A Sure. So at the time I was working there it was 

a midsize company located in Calabasas, California known 

as Digital Insight. They were purchased by Intuit just 

after I left. And the company provided and still provides 

outsource banking -- outsource services for banking 

company. Let me explain what that means. So, for 

example, they operate websites and this is for midsize 

banks and credit unions so that if you go on to the banks 

website and you want to check your balance or conduct a 

financial transaction, it is actually their software, and 

in some cases, there call center that handles that 

transaction. And my role there was I was in charge of 

product lines, I was in charge of marketing, and I was in 

charge of strategic alliances. 

Q And the next company was something called 

Fairview Company. Again, I'm interested in substance, 

what did Fairview Company do? 

A Fairview Company was me, that was my, if you 

will, a predecessor company while I was -- at the time I 

wanted to execute a purchase and so I was doing some 

consulting on my own. And I also served as the West Coast 

practice leader for the executive development practice for 
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a global strategy consultant firm called Monitor Group. 

Q Okay. And I'm curious, these three jobs that we 

just described or the three businesses you worked for Move 

Inc., Digital Insight and Fairview Company, did you do any 

kind of survey work, the same kind of nature that you have 

done in this case while you were working for these three 

entities? 

A Well, not the kind of work that I would -- yes 

survey work, I did from time to time. As a client of 

surveys. But the kind of work they did in this case is a 

litigation survey and that is a very specific kind of a 

survey. So this kind of work that I did in this case and 

that I have done in other litigation matters, I started 

doing this kind of work about seven years ago. 

Q I see. 

A But my whole background has been in marketing in 

research of various types both qualitative and 

quantitative. 

Q I'm not trying to knock your background. I'm 

trying to figure out where you may have done similar work 

in the past. 

Let me ask you this based on the last answer you 

gave. What makes litigation survey work different than, 

maybe, what you have been doing prior to your time at MMR 

Strategy? 
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A Well, just to be clear, MMR Strategy does other 

kinds of surveys besides litigation surveys. But 

litigation, I want to answer your question a little bit 

differently than you asked it, and if it is not what -

the answer I want to provide is why litigation surveys are 

different than other kinds of surveys. 

Q That's my question, yeah. That is my question. 

A Okay. So a litigation survey is different than 

other kinds of surveys because it is intended for a 

specific purpose. It is intended to provide evidence that 

will help resolve a dispute between a series of parties. 

And so the way that a litigation survey is constructed is 

very different than a regular survey. They tend to be 

much briefer than other kinds of surveys. 

A litigation survey relies on legal principals 

and legal theories and often times a litigation survey 

uses precedence and uses references that one would not use 

in other kinds of surveys. Litigation survey is analyzed 

in a different manner than are other kinds of surveys, and 

typically it is written up in a different manner than are 

other kind of surveys. So the way the survey is designed, 

the way it is executed, the way it is analyzed, the way it 

is reported, all of those would be different than other 

kind of surveys. And basically it relies upon a series of 

precedence and a series of legal theorys and it fits 
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within a particular universe which is very different than 

other kinds of surveys that one might see in the marketing 

research field. 

Q Okay. Litigation surveys tend to be less 

open-ended maybe than some of the other survey work you 

would do in the generating marketing context? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: They have fewer open-ended 

questions. And they tend to have fewer open-ended 

questions for two reasons, one is, in other kinds of 

surveys -- in other kinds of research work, one might have 

qualitative research and litigation surveys tend to be 

purely quantitative. I've never seen focus groups, for 

example, used in a litigation context. The second is in 

litigation surveys there tends to be very specific things 

that are of interest and the way to get at those specific 

things typically is easier via a fixed response question 

via an open-ended question. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: The latter point is what I wanted 

to pick up on. My impression, at least in this work that 

you did in this case, and maybe this is true in your 

litigation work in general, it seems like what you were 

doing here was testing some hypothesis rather than trying 

to figure out an open-ended way what is the best color of 

a car or what the best nature of a particular product was; 
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is that fair? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: That is fair. Sometimes, for 

example, in other context we may have very long survey 

that have exploratory pieces that go in all different 

directions, we may have a qualitative phase followed by a 

quantitative phase. We might have many more open-ended 

questions. But a litigation survey is typically intended 

to get to a very specific issue and provide evidence that 

would be relevant to that specific issue. The phrasing of 

a litigation survey tends to be constructed differently, 

too, than other kinds of surveys. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Describe the difference between 

qualitative and quantitative analysis or survey. Can you 

in plain language describe what the difference is between 

the two things? 

A Sure. Quantitative research typically relies on 

the laws of large numbers, and a survey is a good example. 

In this case I did, I believe, I did more than 900 

interviews in this research, so that would be a large 

number of interviews. Qualitative research, there are 

lots of different kinds. One kind is a focus group, and 

in a focus group you may have a dozen people sitting in a 

conference room having a conversation with a moderator. 

We also do qualitative research in the form of 
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Stores. And then a second case that I worked on was 

Nicholas Gianino, N-i-c-h-o-1-a-s, G-i-a-n-i-n-o, v. 

Alacer Corporation. 

Q All right. Let's take those in reverse order 

there. The Nicolas Gianino versus Alacer Corporation, 

which party was your client? 

A Kirkland & Ellis was representing Alacer 

Corporation. 

Q So you provided testimony on behalf of Alacer is 

that right -- strike that, because I don't know if the 

case went to trial or if you gave testimony or not. 

You provided expert services to Alacer Corp.; is 

that fair? 

A I provided expert services. I conducted a survey 

in that matter. 

Q Okay. For Alacer Corp.? 

A For either Kirkland & Ellis or on behalf of 

Alacer Corp. 

Q I am not trying to get into the niceties of who 

the actual client was. But the work was performed on 

behalf of Alacer Corp.; is that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q I don't need to know much about the details, I'm 

just curious in general fashion, what was that case about? 

A It was a false advertising matter and it was a 
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in-depth interviews where someone would call someone on 

the telephone and maybe engage in a 30 or 40 minute 

conversation about a car or an appliance or a product that 

they are using. So there are lots of different kinds of 

qualitative research. But they tend to be exploratory in 

nature and they tend to be 

litigation context. 

they are not used in 

Q When were you first contacted about pqtentially 

being a witness in this case? 

A I believe it was -- it was earlier in 2016 in my 

memory is February of 2016 that I was first contacted. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Do you recall who contacted you? 

Danielle Sassoon. 

And you know she worked for the law firm of 

Kirkland & Ellis; correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Have you done any consulting work or expert 

testimony on behalf of a client in which Kirkland 

represented that party in the past? 

A Yes. 

Q How many times? 

A Two times. 

Q Can you tell me which cases those were? 

A There was one case that I worked on it was 

commission on human rights, the Tiv·-Tov, T-i-v-dash-T-o-v 
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class action suit. Alacer Corp. made a product, and I 1 m 

assuming still makes a product called Emergen-C, 

E-m-e-r-g-e-n-dash-C, it's a vitamin c supplement. 

Q And then the other case that you described to me 

was commission on human rights versus Tiv-Tov Stores, Inc. 

And I assume that you provided expert services ultimately 

to Tiv-Tov Stores; correct? 

A Correct. On behalf of Tiv-Tov Store. 

Q And, again, can you describe in general fashion 

what that lawsuit was about? 

A It was a matter that Kirkland & Ellis had taken 

on a pro bono basisr and my firm took on also, at least in 

partr on a pro bono basis. And it was a matter where the 

commission on human rights, which is an administrative 

body that's part of the government of the City of New York 

had sued seven store owners over a particular sign that 

these store owners had put in their window. 

Q And what was the nature of the work that you 

provided? 

A My work was a survey to look at the messages that 

are communicated by this sign. 

Q Okay. In either of those cases did you work with 

any of the same attorneys who are representing Safelite in 

this matter? 

A In the conunission on human -- not in the A.lacer 
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matter. But in the commission of human rights matter, I 

worked with Chris Reigstad and also, I believe, Jay 

Lefkowitz was involved in that matter as well. 

Q Okay. Rough time frame, when did you provide 

services on that commission on the human rights matter? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I would approximate three years ago. 

Okay. 

But I could be off by a year either way. 

I don't need it to be exact. 

Okay. And Alacer Corporation might be four years 

ago, but, again, I could be off. 

Q When you were first contacted in this matter by 

Ms. Sassoon, what was described to you about the nature of 

this lawsuit? 

MR. REIGSTAD: And any communication between the 

attorneys and Bruce are protected except to the extend he 

is identifying facts he relied on or assumptions that were 

delivered to him. So I instruct you not to answer that 

question except to the extent it is identifying facts or 

assumptions that you relied on it in your report. So I 

think you can describe your understanding of the case but 

I wouldn't go further than that. 

MR. LARSON: I'm not sure I agree with that. Why 

don't we start there and we'll circle back? 

Q What was described to you factually about what 

Page 18 

the nature of what this case was? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Again, to the extent that Kirkland 

explained the nature of the case to you, you can describe 

your understanding of the case and the dispute, but other 

than that, I instruct you not to answer. 

THE WITNESS: Okay. So here is what I think I 

can provide. During that call and subsequent calls I grew 

to have an understanding of the case itself and my 

understanding is that the state of Minnesota, and 

specifically the Minnesota Department of Commerce was in a 

dispute with Safelite over things that they either wanted 

Safelite to say or customer service representatives for 

Safelite to either say or not say during the interaction 

with pol.l.cyholders. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Okay. Let's take a look at 

Exhibit 121, can you just confirm, I'm not going to ask 

you to look at every page, but to the best of your ability 

does it appear to be the copy of the expert report that 

you tendered in this matter? 

A It does. You told me before that we have some of 

is the other exhibits separately, but yes this appears to 

be my expert report. 

Q Why don't we actually start with Exhibit 1 to 

your expert report which is attached to Exhibit 121 for 

deposition purposes. It's a list of materials that you 
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reviewed in connection with this case. So let me ask the 

first question which is, is this a complete list of all 

the materials that you looked at or relied on in 

connection with your expert opinion? 

A It's a complete list of all of the materials that 

I reviewed in connection with my expert opinion except for 

there may be some other things that may be referenced in 

some of the footnotes to my report that might not be 

repeated in this exhibit. 

Q Okay. Let's start with the legal pleadings. Did 

you request these legal pleadings or were they provided to 

you by Kirkland & Ellis -- let me strike that. A better 

question. 

Who decided that these would be the legal 

pleadings that you would look at? 

A Well, I don't have a specific memory that goes 

back about exactly what would have happened, but typically 

with a matter like this I would request anything 

significant that had been filed in the matter. So if 

there was a complaint I will request the complaint. If 

there was an answer, I would request the answer. If there 

were any significant motions like in this case the 

memorandum in support of the motion for preliminary 

injunctions, those are the types of documents I would have 

requested. I don't know if I requested them or if they 
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were sent to me before I requested them. 

Q Okay. Turning to the next page, we're on page 2 

now of Exhibit 1 to your expert report, which is 

Exhibit 121, there is a category called, "Produced call 

scripts.'' Do you see that? 

A I do. 

Q And, again, the same question, who made the 

decision that these would be the scripts that you would 

review? 

A Some of them I selected. I don't recall 

specifically on the call scripts. I would have to go back 

and look, but I can say for sure on the call recordings 

which are on the same page, those I selected at random 

from a list that I had been provided. I was given a list 

of calls with policyholders relating to shops in and out 

of the network and I selected at random a group of 10 of 

those, that's how I got the call recordings. 

Q Okay. 

A I just don't recall, specifically, on the scripts 

whether I went through the same process. 

Q Now, with respect to the call recordings, did you 

listen to them all of these recordings in their entirety? 

A I did. 

Q And were you given a sense of how many recordings 

were available to you through that they were produced in 
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this case? 

A Well, my memory was that I had a page of calls 

involving network shops and a page of calls involving 

nonnetwork shops, I didn't count them. But I had two 

pages, I believe, it might have been three, of call 

recordings that·were available to me to select from. 

Q So someone provided you then with a list broken 

down by calls where the shop providing the service was in 

network and a list of calls in which the shop providing 

the other class services was outside of the network; is 

that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q Do you know who prepared that list? 

A It would have been either Chris Reigstad or 

Danielle Sassoon. I answered a different question. 

That's who provided it to me. I don't know who 

prepared the list originally. 

Q Did you prepare both network and nonnetwork 

calls, then, to review? 

A Yes, I believe I selected four network and six 

nonnetwork, but it could have been five and five. But my 

memory is four network and six nonnetwork. And I selected 

them from random from the list I had been provided. 

Q Did you review any call recordings that are not 

listed here in this attachment to your expert report? 
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A No. 

Q Did you review any written transcripts of any 

call recordings? 

A Well, as part of the documents on the prior page, 

some of those include written transcripts of calls. 

Q Yeah, I think you are correct. I think if you 

look at Exhibit 9 the declaration of Mr. Theodor Paten, I 

believe there were some transcripts attached to that. 

Assuming that is true, did you read all of his transcripts 

at well? 

A I did, 

Q Okay. All right. I'm basically going to go 

front to back on your report and ask questions as we go 

along. Again, we're on Exhibit 121, can we just start -

I'm actually going to start on page 2 of the report. And 

when I say page 2, I don't mean the second page. I mean 

the page that is actually numbered page 2. 

And I'm starting on paragraph 7. Paragraph 7 

starts, "The data for my survey were gathered online. 

Respondent to represent policyholders relevant to this 

matter." 

Do you see that? 

A Yes. 

Q Let me follow-up with a couple of questions 

there. 
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When you say "gathered online," logistically, how 

was the survey conducted? 

A We interviewed people over the Internet, and 

those were people who we recruited online. And once they 

were recruited online they were, as part of that 

recruiting, they were invited into the survey. The 

initial part of the survey qualified them as okay on as 

passing certain criteria that we wanted the respondents in 

the survey to meet. And if they passed those 

qualification questions they inunediately proceeded into 

the survey to take the survey. 

Q I want to be careful here. You used the word 

"we," at least my understanding is that there was some 

kind of a service or survey group that help you to conduct 

the survey; is that correct? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

That's correct. 

What is the name of the entity? 

Survey Sampling International. 

Okay. And how would Survey Sampling 

International find potential people to participate in this 

survey? 

A They operate what is referred to as panels, and a 

panel is a large group of people, these are millions of 

people, who have volunteered for a service or program that 

allows them to take surveys from time to time. And upon 
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joining the panel, Survey Sampling International will 

gather certain information from these people. They may 

find out how old they are, where they live, what kind of 

car they drive, what kind of shampoo they use, what kind 

of movies they like to watch. And from time to time there 

are invitations that go out to members of the panel to 

take surveys. And in exchange for taking the surveys, 

they get generally some kind of a reward or point system. 

And that point system later can be traded in, perhaps, for 

frequent flier miles or for gift cards at certain 

retailers. 

Q Are there any -- are there any limitations how 

many surveys a person can participate in over any period 

of time? 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, there are both maximums and minimums. 

Okay. 

The panel is actively and professionally managed. 

There is a very small number of well managed large panels 

and SSI manages a very good panel. It is a global panel, 

it's not just the United States. But there are both 

minimums and maximums in general. And there are minimums 

and maximums on topics as well. You wouldn't want someone 

that keeps taking the same survey over and over again on 

the same topic. 

Q Do you have any sense what the minimum and 
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maximum participation allowances are for people in these 

panels? 

A No, I don't recall off the top of my head what 

those numbers were 1 but one of the footnotes in the report 

mentions some of the panel management practices that SSI 

uses and that's·footnote 17 on page 21. And it's that 

footnote is part of paragraph 67, which mentions a little 

bit of information about SSI. 

Q Okay. Let me ask you this, are there any kind of 

industry standard practices within the survey world onr 

you know, what the general accepted practice is for the 

maximum number of times you would want somebody 

participating in the panel in order to make the results a 

solid result? 

A There are lots of different types of industry 

standard practices. So for example, there is an 

organization called the Council of American Survey 

Research Organizations, CASRO, and they have a series of 

practices around survey taking. There is the Marketing 

Research Association, MRA, and they also have a series of 

practices. And so I just -- I don't recall the minimums 

and maximums and whether the practices extend to those 

specific topics or not. 

Q Okay. Returning, then, to paragraph 7 of 

Exhibit 121 of your expert report here, again, still on 
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the first sentence there. It talks about that the surveys 

were gathered online with respondents that represent 

policyholders. How is a determination made that somebody 

was a policyholder? 

A We asked them. I can show you where that is in 

the questionnaire. 

Q That's fine. You ask people taking the survey 

whether they have automobile insurance; is that right? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Do you have a sense or were you able to 

determine how long it took people to complete this online 

survey on average? 

A We would have a sense for that. And I don't 

recall the exact numbers but this would have been on the 

order of a 10-minute survey. 

Q Now, you listened to a variety of actual call 

recordings between Safelite policyholders; correct? 

A Correct. 

Q And what was the average time which you estimate 

of the recordings that you listened to? 

A I don't have a number for the average time. 

Q Did you listen to any recordings that were more 

than 10 minutes long? 

A Yes. 

Q Did you listen to any recordings that were more 
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than 20 minutes long? 

A I didn't time them so I don't know. 

Q You didn't have any sense what the length was 

other than listen to some that were more than 20 minutes 

long? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: I don't know the average time but 

they were longer than the survey was. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Is that a factor at all in that 

could impact your analysis? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: It is a consideration but I believe 

that the survey is a good way to abstract and destil down 

what would have been a longer call with a customer service 

representative into something that gets to a very specific 

issue that is in dispute in this matter. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: One of the issues in your expert 

opinion was that you tested whether people would want to 

be given instructions or a warning about the potential 

they might be balance billed; correct? 

A Correct. 

Q And you had the figures in here. I don't want to 

go through the exact figures yet, but essentially, what 

you found a majority or strange majority of people wanted 

to be given this guidance as part of a hypothetical call 
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with Safelite Insurance Company; correct? 

A They would have preferred to be told that there 

was a possibility of balance billing, correct. 

Q And ultimately you determined and your opinion is 

that was true even in cases in which they were also 

informed that the possibility of balance billing is low; 

is that accurate? 

A That's correct. 

Q So let me ask you this question, I'm just kind 

of -- as a natural kind of thing, if I do a 10-minute 

phone call or do a 45-minute phone call, you know if I'm 

at the end of a 45-minute phone call l may have a 

different view what I wanted to be told in that 45-minute 

phone call than what I wanted to be told in a 10-minute 

phone call; would that be a fair assessment? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: What you would want to know in a 

45-minute phone call, what you are able to process and how 

you process it could be different than in a 10-minute 

survey; is that correct? 

Q BY MR. LARSON: At some point I may get annoyed 

that I'm still on the phone after 45 minutes; right? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. What is the 

question? 

Q BY MR. I.ARSON: Did you understand the question? 
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A As I understand it the question is, would 

someone, potentially, be annoyed that they are being given 

information at the end of a 45-rninute phone call, that's 

the question; correct? 

Q BY MR. LARSON: That's the nature of the 

question, yes. 

MR. REIGSTAD: Okay. Objection; cause for 

speculation. 

THE WITNESS: And I think the answer to it is, it 

depends. There's lots of possibilities. And one 

possibility is that somebody in an actual situation, as 

opposed to someone taking a survey, might be more 

interested in that kind of information than they would be 

in another circumstance because there is actual money at 

risk. So there are lots of ways that the actual call with 

the policyholder could potentially have differences from 

what happens in a survey environment which is by necessity 

an abstraction of what happens in the real world. But 

these kinds of measure that one gets from a survey, the 

advantage that they provide they give you the ability to 

focus in on specific issues that are of interest. 

Q Let me ask you this: Would it be fair to say 

that somebody might view a piece of information as being 

less useful or less desirable to them if it requires them 

to stay continue to stay on a lengthy phone call than if 
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it requires them to continue to stay on a short phone 

call? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: I don't know that they may, again 1 

in this context they may perceive it to be more useful in 

that context than in the context of a survey. I don't see 

the kind of information we're talking about as being 

lengthy. The balance billing statement does not, in my 

mind, take a long time to read. We're not talking about a 

5 or 10 minute element that will be tacked onto a phone 

call. We're talking about something relatively brief. 

Q What if it was given to the person on the phone 

call multiple times, would that change your answer? 

A Again, all of this is -- it depends on the 

context, but if the statement is not off putting or viewed 

at being confusing or viewed as being corrosive or you 

viewed as being misleading, when it is presented once, 

there is no reason to think if it is presented more than 

once that it would, for some reason, acquire some 

attribute that it didn't have the first time it was 

presented. 

Q Is there any basis for believing the contrary to 

that? What is your basis for saying that somebody is 

going to have the same impression of a statement that is 

read to them four times as they would have if the 
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statement was read to them once? 

A Again, this is all context dependent. And what 

we're talking about is very hypothetical because I don't 

know exactly what the context is or exactly what the 

number of times is or who the policyholder is. But in 

general, in general, if a statement is not problematic, 

the first time that it is presented, there is no reason to 

think that it would pick up some other attribute the next 

time it is presented. 

Q Let me ask you this: In the call reporting that 

you listened to, were any of those call reportings where 

the balance billing language was read more than once to 

the caller? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Did you pay attention to that? 

A I would have been listening for that, but I 

listened to these call recordings a number of weeks ago 

when they were a number of call recordings. 

Q And we have the recordings, we can obviously go 

back and listen to them. 

All right. Still the let's turn to 

paragraph 7, here, of your expert report. It talks, here, 

about perspective -- this is the second sentence of 

paragraph 7. It says, "Perspective survey respondents 

were qualified as living in Minnesota, owning or leasing 

Page 32 

an automobile, and having automobile insurance." We've 

already talked about the insurance feature. Let me just 

talk about the other two qualifiers here. In terms of 

qualifying them as living in Minnesota, was that done just 

by having them answer a question where they lived? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Is there any kind of independent 

assessment done trying to determine, in fact, they lived 

in Minnesota? 

A Yes. 

Q And what was that? 

A We had pre-existing data on hand from the panel 

company. And so we were able to compare the responses 

that people provided during the survey with the responses 

they had previously provided to the panel company about 

where they lived, 

Q So if somebody when they initially signed up said 

they lived in New York, but then when they filled out this 

particular survey said they lived in Minnesota, what would 

happen if you saw that kind of result? 

A So, where I'm .looking is in the description of 

validation which is in paragraph 68, page 22, Roman 

numeral VII, and you can see that is where it discusses 

panel maintaining pre-existing information. And the 

fields that we checked were gender age and ZIP code and 
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respondents who didn't match pre-existing data for at 

least two or three measures were excluding from the 

database -- were excluded from the database. So it is 

possible that someone who initially said I live in New 

York and then during the survey said I live in Minnesota, 

would have gotten into the survey. It is possible that 

people move over time either into or out of places. But 

if they didn't match at least two of those three measures 

they were removed from the database. 

Q Okay. Let me ask you this: Did you predetermine 

who -- I don't know if it was you or SSI, did someone 

determine who broadcast out this request to participate in 

the survey; correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q And was there a predetermination made to try to 

focus that on people who were likely to be in Minnesota or 

was it just broadcast generally and based on the initial 

set of questions then boil it down to people who resided 

in Minnesota? 

A It would have been broadly sent out to people who 

were likely to live in the state of Minnesota but a broad 

sample of those people. 

Q Okay. So some attempt was made to limit the pool 

of people to Minnesota before the survey was broadcast 

out; is that right? or the survey request was broadcast 
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out? 

A I would have to confirm how broadly it was sent 

geographically. And I just would like to add one other 

thing on this validation issue, and that is that survey 

respondents were required to enter their ZIP code at the 

beginning of the survey and at the end of the survey. So 

if the ZIP codes didn't match and were not a Minnesota ZIP 

code, then you didn't proceed into the survey database. 

Q I am curious on this. Let's say, somebody got 

the survey and lived in Wisconsin and were honest they 

gave a Wisconsin ZIP code, would the survey just stop or 

would they continue to do the whole survey and the data 

collected but then not used for the purpose? 

A No at that point you would be what we call 

terminated so you would be removed from the survey program 

and given a nice little message, "thank you for trying." 

Q Okay. Returning to paragraph 7 here, the last 

sentence on paragraph 7 one of the other qualifiers is 

that it says here people who if the activity was needed 

would personally contact the automobile insurance company 

to file a claim for repair. And, again, I'm just trying 

to determine was that qualification just determined by the 

response to the survey question? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Do you have a sense of how many people 
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said yes they would personally contact the automobile 

insurance company and how many said they would not? 

A Yes. 

Q Is that -- I don't need to know the answer. Is 

it in the data if I went and dug through the large 

exhibits in your report would I find that data? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. All right. Let's turn to paragraph 8 

here. And I'm interested in the second sentence paragraph 

8. And that sentence reads: "The specific phrasing and 

order of the language shown to respondents was based on 

scripts that Safelite developed, for insurance, companies 

to guide interactions between policyholders and customer 

service representatives." 

So my first question for you i.s: Who determined 

what the phrasing and order of the language was for this 

survey? 

A I did. 

Q And did you consult at all with Safelite or its 

attorneys at Kirkland & Ellis in making those decisions? 

A I showed the survey to attorneys at Kirkland & 

Ellis while I was -- after I had drafted it. 

Q Okay. Did they provide any changes to the survey 

before it was issued? 

MR. REIGSTAD: And I will instruct you not to 
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answer except to the extent changes were made that 

ultimately ended up in your report. That question is yes 

or no. 

Q 

THE WITNESS: Can you read me back the question. 

(The following record was read 

back by the reporter as follows: 

"QUESTION: Okay. Did they provide 

any changes to the survey before it 

was issued?") 

THE WITNESS: They suggested some edits. 

BY MR. LARSON: When you say "they" are you 

referring to attorneys or Safelite itself? 

A The attorneys. 

Q And did you incorporate any of those changes into 

the survey? 

A 

Q 

A 

I likely incorporated some of them. 

Do you know what those changes were? 

No. Because ultimately all of the decisions 

relating to the survey were my decisions so I would have 

received some edits or suggestions and I would have 

incorporated those that I felt were appropriate and not 

incorporated those that I felt were not appropriate. But 

everything -- the touchstone for this process, just to be 

clear, was not the suggestions from the attorneys but was 

the scripts. Was the reading of the scripts to make sure 
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that what ends up in the survey is consistent with the 

experience and the language that is described in those 

scripts. 

Q Okay. Did you -- in developing the survey 

questions, did you give any weight to any of the 

recordings where the person on behalf of Safelite may have 

gone off script? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Did you give any weight to the 

call bearings at all in developing the specific phrasing 

for the survey? 

A I don't believe so. There might have been a few 

call recordings, but certainly not the bulk of them. The 

primary touchstone was the scripts. 

Q Let me ask you this: In any of the call 

recordings that you listened to, did the -- and actually I 

want to focus on the nonnetwork shops. In any of the 

nonnetwork calls that you listened to, did the nonnetwork 

shop participate in the call? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Do you -- let me ask the question maybe in a 

simpler way. 

Do you recall any of the calls that you listened 

to where somebody other than the policyholder and Safelite 
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representative was also on the call? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. And what was the nature of the third 

person who was on those calls, to the best of your 

recollection? 

A A repair shop. 

Q Okay. And do you recall in any of those calls 

the repair shop said on the call recording that that shop 

did not engage in the practice of balance billing? 

A I know I read that in transcripts, but I don't 

recall whether I heard that in the call recordings. 

Q Were there have been a way of constructing the 

survey to test whether the survey participants would have 

wanted to receive the balance billing language in a 

situation in which they have specifically informed by the 

service repair shop that they would not be balance billed? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: I can either have that read back or 

do you want to -- I didn't understand the question. 

MR. LARSON: Okay. 

THE WITNESS: I lost the second half. 

MR. LARSON: Let me give you a little about bit 

of a narrative and then I will ask the question. 

Q What I'm getting at is the idea that we have a 

shop in a hypothetical situation tells its consumer you 
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won't be balance billed by us. They get on a three-way 

call with Safelite. They are then told by safelite that 

they might be balanced billed despite the fact the shop 

had told them you won't be balanced billed. What I'm 

asking you is: Could you have designed the survey in a 

way you could have tested whether the survey participants 

would have wanted to receive that instruction if they also 

had been specifically informed by the shop that they would 

not be balance billed? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. By "that 

instruction," do you mean instruction from Safelite with 

respect to balance billing? 

question. 

too. 

Q 

MR. LARSON: Why don't you read back the 

MR. REIGSTAD: Can you read back the statement 

(The following record was read 

back by the reporter as follows: 

"QUESTION: What I'm getting at 

is the idea that we have a shop in 

a hypothetical situation tells its 

consumer you won't be balance billed 

by us. They get on a three-way call 

with Safelite. They are then told 

by Safelite that they might be 

balanced billed despite the fact the 

shop had told them you won't be balanced 

billed. What I'm asking you is: Could 

you have designed the survey in a way 
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you could have tested whether the survey 

participants would have wanted to receive 

that instruction if they also had 

been specifically informed by the 

shop that they would not be balance billed? 

"MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

By 'that instruction,' do you mean 

instruction from Safelite with respect 

to balance billing?'') 

BY MR. LARSON: So in that case when I say 

"instruction," what I'm referring to is the balance bill 

warning from Safelite? 

A So the question is, can I redesign the survey to 

include --· I'm not clear what you are asking. 

Q Let me try and ground it in your report. 

If you take a look at paragraph 9 of your report 

look at little ii. You see the last sentence there it 

says, "Also the strong rnajori ty and ( 7 6. 5 percent) still 

prefer to be informed about the possibility of balance 

billing even if made aware balance billing is unlikely.'' 

Do you see that statement? 
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A Yes. 

Q And I've seen -- let me ask you this question. 

I've seen that you did design the survey in a way in which 

you ask survey participants after they completed the 

survey would you have wanted to receive that warning even 

if the possibility of balance billing is unlikely, that is 

one of the things you asked survey participants; correct? 

A Correct. 

Q Could you have also, at that point, asked them 

the question along the lines of, 'Would you have wanted to 

receive that warning if you had been specifically told by 

the repair shop that you are using that you would 

definitely not be balance billed?'' 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: I could have designed some kind of 

language, not exactly what you just said, but some kind of 

language that would have reflected that kind of scenario. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: It's a testable hypothesis, I 

guess is what I'm asking you? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Same objection. 

THE WITNESS: What we're talking about is testing 

a scenario where the shop has said that they don't balance 

bill. And asking whether they still would want to hear 

the scenario if the shop had said that? 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Correct. 
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Q Hold on a second. Let me stop you. I'm not 

trying to make it trickier than it is. All I'm trying to 

figure out is, did you go through independently verify 

that Safelite was staying on script, or is that an 

assumption that you made for the super purpose of this 

report? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form and foundation. 

THE WITNESS: So are you asking me whether 

Safelite has scripts or whether I verified that Safelite 

had scripts? Or are you asking me whether I verified that 

Safelite's customer service reps stay on those scripts? 

Q BY MR. LARSON: The latter. 

A I did not verify whether customer service reps 

stay on script. 

Q And that's what I thought. I don't think that 

was part of your task. I just wanted to confirm that. 

We're still on paragraph 11 here. There is a final 

sentence there that reads, "If the policyholder does not 

express a preference for a particular repair shop, the 

Safelite will refer a policyholder to a glass shop in 

Safelite's network of preferred repair shops." 

What is the basis for that statement in your 

report? 

A It's what I read in the scripts as well as what I 

read in places like the complaint or some of the materials 
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A And could we have designed that in? It would 

have been a very different survey. I would have to think 

about how to do that because we would have to redesign all 

of the scripts that are incorporated into the survey. But 

potentially, it would be, one could include that kind of 

an interaction in the survey in some manner. 

Q 

A 

do that. 

Q 

All right. Let's turn to --

Can we take a break. 

MR. LARSON: Yeah, no problem. We can certainly 

MR. REIGSTAD: Thank you. 

(Recess taken.) 

MR. LARSON: Back on the record. 

All right. So a page 3 of your report now, 

looking at paragraph 11, and I'm going to start with just 

the first sentence there it says, ''During calls from 

policyholders for automobile glass claims, Safelite's 

customer service representative communicate through 

scripted language that Safelite develop in conjunction 

with insurance companies. 11 Is that something that you 

independently verified or is that something that you 

assumed based on, I guess, what you were told by counsel 

or just an assumption that you were told by me? 

A Well, I received scripts that appear to come from 

Safe)ite and insurance companies --
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that were either filed by the DOC or by Safelite in this 

matter. 

Q And by "DOC" you mean Department of Commerce? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. We can move onto paragraph 12. I'm just 

going to read paragraph 12 in its entirety and then we can 

circle back. It says, "Glass shops that are not a part of 

Safelite's preferred network have no agreed upon pricing 

terms with the insurance company. Safelite maintains that 

these shops may seek reimbursements directly from the 

policyholder for the amount not reimbursed by the 

insurance company, a practice sometimes called balance 

billing. If a glass repair shop does not agree to 

Safelite pricing, Safelite advises the policyholder that 

the glass shop may hold him/her liable for amount above 

what the insurance company will pay." 

Do you see that? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. And, again, what is the basis for these 

statements in your report? 

A The same. 

Q Review of scripts and the pleadings that you saw 

in this case? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. All right. Skip ahead to paragraph --·-
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page 5, paragraph 17. Actually, we covered that. I will 

not ask you any questions on that. 

Okay. Looking at paragraph 18, I'm going to 

focus on the second sentence and it reads, "I also 

understand that Safelite maintains that such 

statements" -- and here it is referring to the balance 

billing, warnings or language given by Safelite -- "are 

not false and misleading because Safelite maintains 

nonnetwork shops have the ability to balance bill 

customers. For example, some glass repair shops use 

invoices contain language that reserves the right to 

balance bill customers." 

Do you see that? 

A I do. 

Q I want to focus on just the last phrase for a 

second. What is the basis for your statement in your 

report that some glass repair shops use invoices 

containing language that reserves the right to balance 

bill customers? 

A I believe that some of those invoices, there is a 

footnote in that sentence that you just read in paragraph 

18 and the footnote references the plaintiffs reply 

memorandum in support of the motion for preliminary 

injunction. And I believe that that document has copies 

of some of those invoices. I believe I have seen other 
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circle back here. It says, "The balance billing scenario 

evaluated the messages communicated by an advisory 

statement indicating that policyholder nonnetwork shops 

greater than his/her policy will pay. Specifically the 

balance billing scenario indicating among other messages 

that you may be responsible for the cost exceed the amount 

of loss determined by the insurance company. The survey 

measured by the respondents prefer to hear the statement 

before they select repair shop even if it was unlikely 

that they would receive a bill." 

Do you see that statement in your expert report? 

A I do. 

Q I will focus on the sentence that starts on the 

bottom of page 5 that starts specifically, "the balance 

billing scenario.'' 

Do you see that? 

A Yes. 

Q And then there is a quoted language where it 

says, "You may be responsible for the cost that exceed the 

amount of loss determined by your insurance company." 

I take it that is the exact language that was 

used in the survey that were given to survey respondents? 

Do you need to refer to one of your exhibits? I can put 

them in front of you if you needed? 

A Yeah, it should match up with Exhibit 3 but I 
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invoices in addition to those that have some of that 

language that reserves the right to balance bill 

customers. 

Q When you say you have seen invoices, did you see 

invoices other than ones that were attached in one form or 

another to a pleading in this case? 

A I don't recall specifically. I thought I did, 

but it may just have been invoices that were attached to a 

pleading, so I should say, I don't recall and stop there. 

But I know I have seen such invoices. 

Q I know we looked at the list of documents that 

you were relying on and there isn't any separate listing 

of invoices there. Let me ask you this -- and I want to 

make sure you are not -- I assume you didn't look at 

something you didn't tell me about. If you had seen the 

invoices that were outside the pleadings would it have 

been your practice to include that in the list of 

documents that you are relying on? 

A That's correct. And that suggests to me that all 

the invoices that I saw were part of the pleadings. 

Q Do you have any independent knowledge whether any 

shops, auto glass repair shops in Minnesota that actually 

engage in the practice of balance billing? 

A No. 

Q Turning to paragraph 19. I will read it and 
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would like to confirm that before I answer that. 

Q That's fine. 

MR. REIGSTAD: You are referring to the 

questionnaire, Bruce? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. REIGSTAD: I think that is Exhibit 3. 

MR. LARSON: I have taken exhibits 3 -- well, 

basically, I have taken all of your exhibits other than 1 

and 2 of the report and made them a separate exhibit so we 

won't fumbling around with a 361-page document. 

Why don't we mark this as Exhibit 122. 

(Defendants' Exhibit 122 marked.) 

MR. LARSON: So for the record I will state that 

Exhibit 122 are Exhibit 3 through the end of Dr. Isaacson 

report. 

Q Dr. Isaacson, if you want to refer to this and, 

again, what we're trying to determine is the exact 

language of that balance billing scripting that was read 

to the -- or was given to the survey participants. 

A 

a memo. 

There is something at the end that appears to be 

MR. LARSON: I appreciate that. 

MR. REIGSTAD: Do you want to check mine. 

MR. LARSON: I will. 

MR. REIGSTAD: Bruce, why don't you take a moment 
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to page through it and make sure that it is, in fact, an 

accurate copy of your exhibit to the report before we mark 

it. 

THE WITNESS: I haven't gone through every page 

but it does appear to be all of the exhibits from my 

report. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: And let me be clear for the 

record, you are not testifying that this is the exact set 

of exhibits but just to the best estimation this is. 

Again, why don't we take a look at this material. 

And what I'm looking for is for you to point us to make 

sure we know the exact language that was read to survey 

participants concerning this balance billing? 

A So I'm looking now at Exhibit 3 and specifically 

I'm looking at page 7 of Exhibit 3, and they are numbered 

in the lower right-hand corner of the page. And let's 

make that page 8 1 not page 7, sorry. And you can see the 

language in the second or third paragraph down it says 

under statement 6, "I must advise you that you may be 

responsible for the cost that exceed the amount of the 

loss determined by your insurance company." So the quote 

that is in my report on the bottom of page 5 top of page 6 

is the same quote that tested in that particular cell of 

the survey. 

Q Okay. So let's focus, then, on Exhibit 3 to your 
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expert report at page 8 that is this language. The 

language that starts with since the shop you have 

selected. Who drafted this language? 

A 

Q 

A 

scripts. 

Q 

I did. 

And what did you rely on to draft this language? 

I would have relied on the pleadings and the 

Okay. All right. Let's go back to the main text 

of your expert report, Exhibit 121 1 and I think we can 

probably put the exhibits away at least for the time 

being, Exhibit 3. I want to turn to No. 20 of your expert 

report. 

Paragraph 20 reads, "The answers that respondents 

provide to survey questions may be effective by extraneous 

factors unrelated to the subject of the survey. These 

extraneous factors are sometimes called, 'noise' in a 

control scenario can remove the effects of such influences 

and allow the survey measures to isolate the effect of 

elements of interest.'' 

Now, having read your report, I think I 

understand what you are talking about here, but I wasn't 

100 percent sure that I was sure what you were talking 

about. Can you describe to me in a narrative fashion what 

you mean by "noise"? 

A ''Noise'' is anything that a survey measures other 
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than what you actually want a survey to measure. So when 

people come into a survey they can be tired, they can be 

hurried, they can have pre-existing attitudes and 

pre-existing beliefs, and all of those things can affect 

your survey measures. And with a survey you would like to 

isolate the measure that is associated with the phenomenon 

or associated with the element of interest. And a control 

allows you to remove that the effect of the tiredness or 

the hurried or tendency to guess or the pre-existing 

attitudes and come out with a clean measure which only 

reflects that which you want it to measure. 

Q And in this case from my understanding you used 

the control statement to try to filter out noise; is that 

accurate? 

A That's correct. 

Q And the control statement that you used, was a 

statement that a customer service representative might 

contact the survey participant; is that right? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. Are you referring 

to the balance billing scenario or the Minnesota advisory 

scenario? 

MR. LARSON: Maybe I'm confused here. 

Q Were there different control statements used to 

test against the various issues that were tested through 

the survey? 
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A Yes. 

Q Okay. What were the control statements, then, 

that were used with respect to the balance billing? 

A In the balance billing scenario there was a 

single control scenario. And the control scenario in the 

balance billing --· in the balance billing cells said you 

may be invited to participate in the brief customer 

satisfaction survey after this call. So it related to a 

customer satisfaction survey. 

Q And then with respect to what I will refer to 

like the mandatory disclosure about choice of provider, 

what was the control statement used to test against that 

issue? 

A Well, it depends on what you want to test. 

Q Okay. What do you mean by that? 

A What I mean, is that in the advisory cells, I 

tested five different permutations or different types of 

advisory statements. I tested the advisory statement 

coming first in a longer length. I tested it coming last 

in a longer length. I tested it coming first in a shorter 

length. I tested it corning last in a shorter length. And 

then I tested no advisory statement. So I provide an 

example in the report using a no advisory statement as a 

controJ against the other four, but there are lots of 

other ways you can run that. If you wanted to see if the 
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length of the statement matters you can test long versus 

short. If you wanted to see whether the placement of the 

statement matters you can test either long coming first 

versus long corning last or short coming first versus short 

coming last. So there are lots of different ways you can 

set that up as a control. I would describe it in general 

to say we're looking across five different scenarios and 

seeing whether there are any difference across any of the 

five. But if you are interested in something specific you 

can pick one of those to be a control and make your 

comparison that way. 

Q All right. Let's stick to the balance billing 

for now. So there was a control statement that was used 

to test against that the balance billing statement; is 

that right or is that a fair chair? 

A There was a control statement that was used to 

net the term I would use the net against the test measure 

from the balance billing scenario. 

Q And my understanding of the way it works, and I 

don't have the exact numbers for memory, but in theory 

people were saying if 96 percent of the respondents said 

they wanted to hear the balance billing hearing language 

and there was a control statement that eventually lead to 

reduce that by 26 percent or something; is that right? 

A So it depends on the question. The amount of the 
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reduction. The reduction in for question 5 was 27.4 

percent. For question 6 -- and this is for the 

affirmative statements. For question 6 was 34.8 percent. 

And for question 7 was 33.3 percent. So there is a 

slightly different reduction across the three questions. 

There is also a different reduction if we're looking at 

the negative responses as opposed to the affirmative or 

yes responses. 

Q Let me take a step back because I'm not sure I'm 

driving at the point I'm trying to get at. 

so the idea behind the control statement the one 

that was used to test against the balance billing 

hypothesis, was this customer you may be contacted by a 

customer service representative or language to that 

effect; correct? 

A It was that you may be invited to participate in 

a brief customer satisfaction survey. 

Q And I understand the theory is that is not a 

piece of information that should really be material to 

most people; correct? 

A Correct. That's not said -- the way that I would 

say it, that's not a piece of information that most people 

-- for whom most people it would matter whether or not 

they heard that or not. 

Q Okay. So if we see that and, again 1 I'm kind of 
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fudging the numbers here to make sure I understand the 

concept. If 26 percent of people are saying I really want 

to know that, what you are saying what that indicates that 

survey participant pretty much wants to be read every 

information in the universe or at least that is a concern, 

so you are going to reduce the balance billing question or 

other issues by that percentage reflecting the fact you 

may have survey participants that may want to be read 

something no matter if it is important to them or not 

important to them? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure I followed all the 

logic all the way through. But I can describe how it 

works conceptually, if that is helpful? 

Q 

A 

BY MR. LARSON: Yeah, why don't you do that. 

What we're testing and the balance billing 

scenario is testing questions 5, 6 and 7, and all of those 

questions ask about the respondents preference to hear or 

not hear a statement right. So question 5 asked, "Do you 

believe that the statement is or isn't something you 

prefer to know?" Question 6 asks, "Whether or not you 

prefer or don't prefer that the representative offer to 

make an appointment." And question 7 asks, "Even if it 

was unlikely, would you still prefer to hear the balance 

billing statement?" So all of them are asking about 
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preference to hear or no preference to hear a particular 

statement. Ask what we want to control for is we want to 

control for people who would say they would pref er to hear 

any statement regardless how inunaterial or unimportant 

that statement was. so we're looking for a statement for 

a control that is A, plausible. And B, represent 

something that most people would not -- it wouldn't matter 

to them one way or another whether they here it or not 

that way we could subtract the effect of people who just 

have a knee-jerk reaction and say, "Of course I want to 

hear that" for whatever reason, either they are not paying 

attention or they are just the kind of people who would 

want to hear anything no matter what statement it was. 

Q Okay. That's a good answer. 

Let me page forward to page 8 of your report, 

paragraph 29. And here paragraph 29 and it has little 

Romans i, ii and iii. And this gets into more details 

about the issue we were just discussing. I just want to 

make sure I understand this correctly. so looking at 

paragraph 29, Roman i, I will just read the last sentence 

and ask you a question about it. The last question says, 

"The control statement asked a similar question about the 

statement informing the policyholder that they may be 

contacted for a brief customer satisfaction survey. And 

27.4 respondent indicated that they prefer to hear the 
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statement. After accounting for the control the net 

measure 67.3 calculate is 94.7 percent minus 27.4 

percent." 

Do you see that? 

A I do. 

Q This is fairly obvious from your report, I want 

to make sure I'm understanding this correctly. You are 

using this control and after applying the control, which 

you are opining, is that 67.3 percent of respondents would 

want to be read this sort of question 5 language rather 

than not be read it. Is that a fair characterization of 

what you are opining here? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: It's a partial characterization. 

What I'm saying is after you subtract the control -- after 

you account for the control, the net measure of 63 percent 

represents the percentage of people who indicated that 

they would pref er to know that statement before selecting 

a glass repair shop. And the other two categories you 

co'.lld either be someone who wouldn 1 t prefer to know the 

statement or you can be someone who didn't know one way or 

another. 

MR. REIGSTAD: And Bruce, just for the record I 

think he said 63 percent. Did you mean 67 percent? 

THE WITNESS: If I said 63 percent I would like 
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to correct that to be 67.3 percent. Thank you. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Let me ask the question in 

reverse, then. So we have the 67.3 percent of people who 

would prefer to be read the question by language. Of the 

other 32.7 percent, how does that breakdown? What are the 

categories of people that fall into the remaining 

allotment? 

A And you can't quite do that math the way that you 

are doing it with net numbers but let me -- I will show 

you how we can do it. If we go to the table providing the 

results of question 5 and that table is on page 29 of my 

report. There is also a table like that in one of the 

exhibits I provide more detailed number. But in table G 

of page 29 of my report, you can see if we take cell 6 

which is the balance billing scenario 94.7 percent say 

that the statement is something they pref er to know before 

selecting a class repair shop. 3.0 percent say it's not 

something they prefer to know and 2.3 percent have no 

opinion. So you can calculate a net number for the 

affirmative version of this question that it is something 

that you pref er to know and you can calculate a net number 

for the negative version of the question that it is not 

something that you prefer to know, and both of affirmative 

net and the negative net are provided in the report and 

those are provided in table K on page 34, and you can see 
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that the top two rows of table K provide net numbers. 

There is the 67.3 percent that we were discussing a few 

minutes ago and also below it, you can see a negative 25.9 

percent and that is the net for the negative version of 

the question and it's consistent that it's positive for 

the positive version of the question and negative for the 

negative version of the question. 

Q Let me ask you this, I'm on page 34, table K. 

Are these negative numbers in any way meaningful? 

A Well, I will leave that for the court and the 

attorneys to argue. 

Q Let me stop you there. What meaning would you 

ascribe, if any, to these negative numbers? 

A They are results of question 5 are consistent and 

they are, if the result of the positive version of this 

statement is positive, then the negative version -- then 

for the net to be negative on the negative version is 

consistent. In other words, what it's -- the negative of 

a negative is a positive right. So the fact that you have 

a negative number on the negative response for question 5, 

is like negating a negative resulting in a positive so it 

is consistent with the results that you see. If you look 

at table K you will see that the positive version of the 

question in all three cases is positive and the negative 

option for the question in all questions is negative. So 
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you are seeing consistency across questions and across 

responses within questions. 

Q Well, let me ask you this, is this kind of 

analysis done outside of a litigation survey context? 

A Yes. 

Q So let's say I was outside the litigation survey 

context, this negative data that appears to table K, is 

that something you would furnish to your clients outside 

of litigation context? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: It depends which context and where 

I was, but the numbers to my mind, that are most important 

here are the yes options that this is something that I 

prefer to know at least on a net basis. To my mind those 

are the numbers that I think are most relevant to the 

matter. I've provided the negative numbers and if -- on 

the negative response options, and if you or counsel for 

Kirkland & Ellis think they are important you can pay 

attention to themo I gathered them so I have provided 

them in the report. But which numbers you chose to focus 

on, 1 can't say. 

Q Let me say this: I understand the relevance, or 

at least, I may disagree with the relevance of the 

positive number or the positive number, but they make 

sense to me. I intuitively understand what you are 
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telling me with the positive number. I will tell you that 

I do not intuitively understand what the significance of 

the negative number is, and that's probably because I'm a 

lawyer not somebody who does what you do. 

And so what I'm trying to get you to tell me is, 

I'm the average.Joe sitting here or someone that is 

interested in this topic what use should I put these 

negative numbers to? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. Asked and 

answered. 

THE WITNESS: I think it's the two uses that I 

mentioned previously. One use is you can look at that 

negative number and you can compare it to the positive 

number. And if the top number for each of the questions 

in table K is positive, then it make sense that the next 

number should be negative because in one case the bigger 

number is on the test and on the other case the bigger 

number is on the control. It makes sense that if the 

positive option is positive, that the negative option 

should be negative. Then you can look across the three 

questions and you can say, well, there are three examples 

and in all three examples we have numbers that are 

substantially or significantly positive, for the positive 

option; and we have numbers that are negative for the 

negative option. So we have consistency within questions. 
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We've got consistency across questions. And we have 

logical consistency in that the positive option gives you 

a positive number, and the negative option gives you a 

negative number. 

Q Let me stop you there. It strikes me, thought it 

is kind of like a math problem; right? Given 100 percent 

is the cap on the responses, the negative number is 

entirely controlled by, essentially, what goes on with the 

positive response, yes? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: The fact that the numbers are 

kept -- well, first it is like a math problem. It is a 

math problem. 

Q 

A 

BY MR. LARSON: Yeah, that's what I'm saying? 

But mathematically the fact that the numbers are 

kept by 100 percent explain why the first option is 

larger. So if the positive response to question 5 is 67.3 

percent, then the negative response has to be smaller than 

that, that's the part where you are correct. But it's 

important to keep in mind that the negative option is that 

all of these numbers in table K on page 34 are created by 

subtracting the control measure from the test measure. So 

the size of that difference, in other words, the 100 

percent cap means that that 100 percent cap will affect 

the data that is in table G on table 29. So if you are 
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going to have a large number like 94.7 percent, that means 

that by necessity that because everything has to add 100 

percent, the two other options have to be relevantly small 

as I look at the cell 6 options. But what you see in 

table T is the difference between the test measure and the 

control measure so the 100 percent cap does not really 

apply in table K because there is no need for the numbers 

in table K to add 100 percent, the columns in table K to 

add 100 percent. The same way there is a need in tables 

like table G for the columns to add 100 percent. 

Q All right. Turning to page 8, paragraph 29, 

little Roman ii. And I want to make sure I understand the 

kind of ultimate conclusion that you are reaching there. 

As I understand it, what you are saying there in paragraph 

29, 

ii, is after you contro1 you apply this control statement, 

the net measure of people who pref er to get a 

recommendation for a shop in this question 6 scenario is 

36.4 percent; correct? 

A You are asking about Paragraph 29, Roman ii. 

Q Correct. 

A The net measure is 36.4 percent in that 

paragraph. So I think the answer is correct. 

Q And then turning to little iii at Paragraph 29 on 

the next page it's the same question, it's your opinion 
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that at least on the question 7 issue and the net measure 

there is 43.2 percent after you apply the control 

percentage; correct? 

A Correct. And both the net measure and Roman iii 

and net measure in Roman ii are for the affirmative 

response, the yes response option. 

Q All right. So turning to, then, paragraph 31, in 

and I will read this and I will ask you a question about 

it. It says, "Based on the survey dating in the balance 

scenario I include prefer to hear the balance disclosure 

even if they are made aware the chance is small that they 

will be billed for cost above what the insurance company 

would pay." 

Do you see that? 

A I do. 

Q Maybe I'm just confused at least with respect to 

the people who were made aware that the chance is small, 

isn't the net measure there 43.2 percent? 

A The net measure is 43.2 percent. 

Q And I'm just -·- I guess I'm just confused. I 

mean, why would you say that there is a strong majority of 

response preferred to hear this if the actual number is 

43.2 percent isn't that less than the majority? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: There is a gross number and there 
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is a net number and the gross number is 76.5 percent, and 

that is still a valid number even though we are 

subtracting and creating a net measure there is usefulness 

to growth both the gross measure in a survey like this and 

the net measure. So if we look at specifically talking 

about question 7 that we have 76.5 percent of people 

saying that they prefer that the representative read the 

statement compared to only 14.4 percent of people who say 

that they prefer that the representative not read the 

statement. So we still have as I say a strong majority of 

people who indicate a preference for the statement to be 

read, the net measure on that you are correct, is 43.2 

percent but even that net measure is -- it's a number that 

would generally be considered significant in my experience 

and false advertising or advertising comprehension 

matters. 

Q 

Can we take a break? 

MR. LARSON: We certainly can. 

(Recess taken.) 

MR. LARSON: Back on the record. 

Let's turn to page 22 of your report. I'm 

interested in footnote 18 on page 22. Footnote 18 reads, 

"For example, all seven cells have at least 132 

respondents at the 95 percent level of confidence, the 

margin of error associated with sample size of 132 
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respondents is approximately plus or minus 7.8 percent for 

a measure of 30 percent and plus or minus 8.4 percent for 

a measure of 60 percent." Can you explain to me what this 

footnote is telling me? 

A Sure. So this data is what survey experts and 

statisticians refer to as a convenience sample. If you 

weren't a member of the panel you couldn't have 

participated in the survey. And typically with this type 

of data one does not compute margins of error in September 

in general terms to describe the overall reliability of 

the data. So in this case I'm providing some calculations 

that indicate the margin of error of the data. Margins of 

error are dependent typically of the inherent liability of 

the data. They are also dependent of the number of 

interviews that you gather. 

And the third thing that they depend on is 

whether or not the measure that you are looking at is 

closer to 50 percent or is closer 100 percent or zero 

percent. That's why I provided in this case for sample 

size if 132 respondents, the margin of error would be 

associated with a 30 percent measure and with a 60 percent 

measure because the margins of error on those two measures 

would be different. 

Q Okay. So let me breakdown these numbers and 

maybe you can tell me what you are talking about. The 95 
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percent level of confidence, what was that in reference 

to? 

A It's a term that typically used in litigation 

surveys in analysis of data in litigation context and it 

refers to a term where if -- there's some true inherent 

underlying number in the population, but we don't know 

what that number is because I went out and I only did one 

survey. But if I had conducted repeated surveys -- if I 

conducted repeated surveys, repeated sampling, eventually 

I would get to what the true number is in the underlying 

population. And the number percent level of confidence 

refers to the fact that there is a 95 percent chance that 

the number that you have gathered is within that margin of 

error that we've identified or said differently that 

there's that 95 times out of 100 the number that I've 

gathered is within a reasonable range of the actual true 

underlying value of the population. 

Q And then you have these plus minus figures 30 

percent and measure 60 percent. And let me see if I 

understand this correctly. You are saying that the margin 

of error would be different if we're talking about survey 

where the response is 30 percent then it would be if there 

was a survey response in the answer was a 60 percent; is 

that right? 

A Yes, I think you mean to say question instead of 

Page 68 

survey in your response but otherwise, I agree with you 

that the margin of error would be different. 

So said differently the 95 percent level of 

confidence would encompass -- at a sample size 132 

respondents, would encompass a range of 30 percent minus 

7.8 percent from that so that is what that, that's 22.2 

percent all the way up to 37.8 percent. And that's the 

range that that 95 percent level of confidence would that 

the margin of error associated 95 percent would encompass. 

Q Why don't you turn to page 34 and looking at 

table C. And for table C I wanted to run through and make 

sure I understand this. So is part of the survey one of 

the things that you tested was to have people provide an 

open-ended or narrative description of what their 

understanding of the message being communicated by various 

disclosures was; is that fair? 

A I think generally, yes. Said differently, the 

first two questions in the survey asked about the general 

impressions or messages that respondents see perceive from 

the statements. 

Q And so we see the two questions there, at the top 

of table C question one was what message or messages, if 

any, are communicated by this statement. 

Do you see that? 

A I do. 
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Q So all of the people went through and completed 

the full survey were asked that question; is that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q And then they were asked that question in 

proximity to having at least in this table having been 

provided one of·the various iterations of the full or 

partial disclosure; is that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q So given an example, somebody was read the full 

disclosure provided first, and then in close proximity 

would be asked what message or messages, if any, would be 

communicated by the state; is that accurate? 

A It is accurate with a minor correction. It 

wasn't read to them1 but they actually read it in the 

course of the survey. 

Q Okay. And then if you turn to the next page, 

then 1 page 25 of your report and this is in paragraph 75 1 

there is kind of a little i through vi of the Romans of 

examples of answers that people gave; is that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q And so when I say narrative, I guess what I'm 

saying 1 this wasn't a box that they were checking 1 they 

were required to physically write in a description of what 

their impression of the message was; is that right? 

A Generally correct. Except that if they didn't 
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know there was a box that they could check to say "I don't 

know" as opposed to typing in a response. 

Q And then somebody went through these answers and 

characterized them; is that right? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

That's correct. 

Was that you? 

Me and staff. 

Okay. And I think you said somewhere in the 

report you at least reviewed all of the characterization 

that applied? 

A We call them code 1 but I've reviewed every 

response and all of the codes that have been provided for 

every response. 

Q Let me ask you this: In response to -- on 

question 1 1 table c, did anybody write in that they felt 

the message that was being communicated was the Safelite 

was in some way disreputable or untrustworthy? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form and foundation. 

(The following record was read 

back by the reporter as follows: 

"QUESTION: Let me ask you this: 

in response to -- on question 11 table C 1 

did anybody write in that they felt 

the message that was being conununicated 

was the Safelite was in some way 
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disreputable or untrustworthy?") 

THE WITNESS: And should I include the responses 

to both question 1 and question 2 and answer --

Q BY MR. LARSON: Let's start with question 1 and 

then we will move to question 2. 

A Well, I didn't analyze question 1 separately from 

question 2. 

Q Then that's fine. Then, yes, collectively 

between question 1 and question 2, did anybody provide 

responses indicating that they felt that Safelite was 

disruptive or untrustworthy? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Objection to form. 

THE WITNESS: I can't tell looking at this data 

other than to say that if you look at table C on page 24, 

you can see a row that says "other" and other has roughly 

it has minimum 19.3 percent up to 37.2 percent of people 

provided a comment that was something other than the 

categories that you see on that page. So if someone had 

provided a comment like that, it could be reflected in 

11 other1 11 but I can't tell looking at the table whether 

anyone actually said that. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: And I've looked through the 

materials here. We have listed1 then 1 in exhibit 1 I guess 

it would be Exhibit 5. I'm sorry moving on to deposition 

1221 and I'm looking at Exhibit 5 to your report it's 
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starting around -- so why don't we just look at Exhibit 5 

to Exhibit 122. And this is something called the survey 

data file 1 can you describe it in general fashion what is 

this? 

A This is all responses to all questions to all 

respondents. It also provides a map so that which 

describes what the various responses mean, what they 

correspond to in the survey. 

Q Okay. So there is a first column here called 

x -- I'm going to do -- it's X-S-U-R-V-N-U-M. What is 

this column? 

A That's survey number. 

Q Okay. So these are basically you've numbered the 

participants in the survey; is that right? 

A That's correct. Everyone is assigned a unique 

number. 

Q Okay. So if I flip through this to page 3 of 

Exhibit 5 1 I start to see basically some it looks like to 

me, at least 1 some narrative answers to the questions; is 

that correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q So we've got QlOE and Q20E and then below those 

for each survey respondent other than those looked like 

they may have checked a box or said they don't know, we 

have a bunch of data where people inputted something; 
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correct? 

A Correct. 

Q So for instance, taking survey participant No. 1, 

when they were asked this first question about what 

message was communicated they wrote in you are responsible 

for cost over what insurance pays; is that right? 

A That's correct. 

Q I'm a little confused here. So QlOE is that not 

the data we're looking at in table C? 

A The data in table C would be the combined 

responses from Ql and Q2. "OE 11 stands for open-ended. So 

QlOE is the open-ended responses to question 1 and so the 

data that you are looking at in table C reflects both 

question 1 and question 2. 

Q I guess my confusion is, looking at table c, I 

had understood table C to be about this mandatory 

statutory disclosure language. So you either have full 

disclosure or partial disclosure versions being read at 

the beginning and the version being read at the end; is 

that correct? 

A That's correct. The data in table C is 

specifically question 1 and question 2 for the first five 

cells of the survey which are all the cells that deal with 

the disclosure. 

Q So I guess my confusion is, just picking up, 
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again, on page 3 of Exhibit 5, survey participant 1 when 

asked question 1 their response was, you are responsible 

for cost over what insurance pays which strikes me being 

very much a balance billing, kind of, answer and not a 

disclosure type of answer. I just want to make sure I'm 

not confused as to what is going on here. 

A It is a balance billing type of an answer and 

that particular respondent was in a balance billing cell. 

Q Okay. And how would I tell that? 

A Well, you would go back to the prior page, 

page 2. 

Q Okay. 

A And you can see that, let me answer your question 

more broadly. I will answer that question as well. Let 

me explain how this data is laid out. 

Q Okay. 

A So let's go back two pages. You will notice that 

on page 1, are you on page 1? 

Q I am on page 1 of Exhibit 5. 

A So the first column is survey number, you can see 

QA right that is question a that is ZIP code that is why 

that is a 5 digit number. 

Q Right. 

A You can see all of the calculation questions QB 

all the way through that page and the fact that they are 
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lettered question A, B, c, D, E, means that it is a 

qualification question not a question in what we call the 

main part of the survey. If we now go to the next page, 

you can see on page 2, QG and QH and QI and QJ. And QJ 

should have been the last qualification question in the 

survey. Let me confirm that. It is the last 

qualification question in the survey. And then the answer 

to your question is in the next one which is Q cell. That 

tells you the cell that they were in. And you will notice 

if we go back now to table C on page 5, that the cells are 

labeled cell 1, cell 2, cell 3, cell 4 and cell 5. And 

you will notice that survey participant No. 1 is a cell 6 

participant. And if we go to the version of this table 

for balance billing. 

Q Right. It would be table D then -- oh, no. 

Table F I think on page 28? 

A Yes. You will notice that cell 6 is the main 

cell for balance billing. 

Q Okay. 

A The reason why the first survey respondent is 

cell 6 is because each survey respondent was randomly 

assigned to a cell. So you will notice as you look down 

this page, there is no order to the cells that people were 

in. 

Q Got it. That definitely answers my question. 

Page 76 

And I think this is in your report. I think I recall 

seeing this. People were then just tested when they were 

asked the question 1, question 2, they were tested about 

the meaning of the full disclosure type stuff or they were 

tested on the meaning of the balance billing language they 

weren't tested on both; is that right? 

A That's correct. They were randomly assigned to 

see a single corresponding to the cell they had been 

assigned to. 

Q Okay. So returning to what picked up on all 

this. I guess I don't really have to test your memory 

then. If I read through Exhibit 5 contained within 

Exhibit 5 will be essentially every answer that somebody 

wrote in in response to Ql and Q2; is that right? 

A It will be every answer that someone wrote in 

response to question ] and question 2. It is all in 

Exhibit 5 as well as all the responses to all other 

question. 

Q Okay. Returning, then, to page 24 of your 

exhibit table C, I'm curious as to we've got the table 

that lays out the various categories into which the 

responses were assigned. How did you determine that these 

would be the categories that you would use in terms of 

assigning answers? 

A I looked at the verbatim. I spent a lot of time 
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looking at the verbatim and developing these categories as 

being appropriate to represent the verbatim. And the list 

of categories that we used is provided. So if you go to 

the other exhibit, Exhibit 122 to my deposition and you 

look at Exhibit 6 it's towards the end. 

Q Okay. 

A So you will see here, a more detailed list of the 

terms that fall under each of those codes. So the code, 

for example, that's in table C is written as cost charges 

and discounts, and there are footnote 24 that says it 

involves other related themes such as deal, pay, money and 

price, you can see the list of terms that we used in 

coding under code 1 cost charges discounts amount covered 

deal, pay, money and price and et cetera. I won't walk 

you through all of them, but the description of the codes 

is a summary in table C. There is more detail in the 

footnote and then there is additional detail for the codes 

in Exhibit 6. 

Q Okay. I guess, one thing that struck me is 

returning to table C in your report is that you know, 

you order the -- you 1 ve got these six categories that you 

list here, and you, kind of, order them in numerical 

significance. And we get down to customer survey and 

feedback at 27 percent cell 1, 0 percent otherwise. It 

strikes me as odd to the "other" is still so large you 
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have a 21.9 percent other categories, was there really 

that much diversity other responses none of them tabulated 

to 1 percent, or is it simply you made the judgment call 

that these were the six appropriate categories to test? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: There is a lot in there to answer. 

I would say first, that other is not particularly large so 

looking at other in the range of, let•s say, 20 to 35 

percent there is nothing unusual about the size of other 

in this survey compared to other surveys that I have done 

both for litigation purposes and for other kinds of 

purposes, that's No. 1. No. 2, what you are looking to do 

with this, kind of, categorization is understand the most 

important themes and they were not any other themes that 

in my estimation came to the surface in the conunent that 

people were providing, that were as significant -- as 

important as the themes that you see on this page. And so 

other is a large number of other conunents that to my mind 

don't create -- don't -- there is nothing that I saw in 

there that was worth reporting separately the way that 

these are worth reporting. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: All right. Flip forward to page 

32 of your report, Exhibit 121. Looking at table J, and I 

was hoping in a narrative fashion you can describe for me, 

what is the significance, if any, of table J? 
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A Table J provides net measures for questions 3 and 

4 as I described earlier there is lots of ways that you 

could analyze the data from the advisory cells in the 

survey and there lots of ways you can decide which of 

those advisory cells should represent the control. And 

what I did in table J is use cell 5, the no advisory cell, 

as a control and I calculated nets for question 3 and for 

question 4 using that as a control. And to my mind the 

significance is that there really doesn 1 t have a longer or 

shorter advisory or having the advisory in first place or 

last place in the interaction does not make a -- is not 

materially different from having no advisory at all. 

Q Okay. Look at the next page, page 33 of your 

report, paragraph 97. I will read the introductory 

sentence and the ii. It says, ''Based on the survey data 

my conclusions regarding the Minnesota advisory scenario 

are as follows:" "ii, if they did not specify any 

particular repair shop, majority 73.3 to 81 percent of 

respondents answered that they prefer that the 

representative recommended glass shop selected by the 

insurance company." 

I guess, my question for you is -- I mean, 

everybody who is taking this survey presumably has not yet 

selected a particular glass shop; correct? 

A Well, they 1 re given a scenario that asks them to 
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assume certain things. 

Q Right. So this is hypothetical in a sense that 

these people are being asked to assume they haven•t 

selected a glass repair shop and are being asked that they 

would like the insurance company to reconunend one for 

them; is that fair? 

A That's correct. 

Q Okay. Flipping forward to page 35, I'm in 

paragraph 101, iii. I will read the introductory sentence 

it says, "Based on survey data, my conclusion regarding 

the balance billing are as follows: iii, if they were 

aware that it is unlikely the repair shop would charge 

them for cost that exceed the amount of loss determined by 

the insurance company, 76.5 of the respondents indicated 

that they prefer that the representative read the balance 

billing advisory statement, while only 14.4 percent 

preferred for the statement not be read." 

Do you see that? 

A Yes. 

Q And then above that in ii, it says, in the test 

statement providing the balance billing advisory 71.2 

percent answered that they preferred that the 

representative, again, offer to make an appointment with 

the repair shop selected by the insurance company after 

accounting for the control the net measure was 36.4 
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percent. Do you see that? 

A Yes, I do. 

Q My understanding of this is that the survey did 

not test whether people who had been advised that the 

balance bill was unlikely would want to have the insurance 

company make a recommendation. Is that accurate? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: I'm not -- can you rephrase it. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Let me break it down a little 

bit. The difference between Roman ii and Roman iii as I 

understand it. Okay. So Roman ii are you testing the 

idea of whether the survey respondents would want Safelite 

to make a recommendation for a shop; is that right? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: You are asking about Roman 

Numeral ii? 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Correct. 

A Roman Numeral ii is sununarizing the responses for 

question 6 which asks whether or not the respondent 

prefers that the representative, again, offer to make an 

appointment with the repair shop selected by the insurance 

company. 

Q Let me ask the question a different way. When 

we're talking about ii, the 71.2 percent the answer that 

they prefer that the representative, again, offer to make 
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an appointment where the repair shop selected by the 

insurance company, had any of those people before 

answering that question been told that the balance billing 

was unlikely? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Object to form. 

THE WITNESS: No, not when they get to 

question -- when you are asked question 6, you are not 

told that the balance billing was unlikely. 

Q BY MR. LARSON: Okay. 

A If that is what you are asking me. 

Q That's what I'm asking. And what I'm asking 

there is no in essence question 8 where people were first 

told it is unlikely that you are going to be balance 

billed would you still like to, again, be advised as to a 

repair shop recommended by the representative? 

A Well, when you say advised as to a repair shop 

recommended, do you mean -- do you mean that you are 

asking whether they want the rep to offer to make an 

appointment with a repair shop? 

Q Strike it. Let me ask the question in a 

different way. 

Was any survey respondent first told or first 

instructed by the survey that balance billing was unlikely 

and then asked whether they preferred that the 

representative, again, offer to make an appointment with 
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the repair shop selected by the insurance company? 

A No. 

Q Okay. 

MR. LARSON: All right. I will take a break. 

And I think I'm probably done. 

(Recess taken.) 

MR. REIGSTAD: The deponent will review and sign 

and I have no questions. 

MR. LARSON: I will put this on the record but I 

have no further questions. 

DEPOSITION OFFICER: So the original is being 

sent to you? 

MR. REIGSTAD: Yes. 

DEPOSITION OFFICER: Thank you. 

{Deposition session concluded at 2:41 p.m.) 
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DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 

I, DR. BRUCE ISAACSON, do hereby certify under 

penalty of perjury that I have read the foregoing 

transcript of my deposition taken on Tuesday, 

April 19, 2016; that I have made such corrections as 

appear noted on the Deposition Errata Page, attached 

hereto, signed by me; that my testimony as contained 

herein, as corrected, is true and correct. 

Dated this day of ---------

2016, at 
------------------------~----' 

California. 

DR. BRUCE ISAACSON 
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